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1. INTRODUCTION: 
HP-280 hot foil coder is a table type semi-automatic machine, which can be used for 
printing the date of production and batch in the industries of food, beverage, medicine 
etc. This machine adopts hot stamp ribbon instead of liquid ink. It can print clear 
words on any packing materials with the features of simple operation and convenient 
maintenance. 
 

2. Features: 
a. Its specially suitable for the industries of food and medicine: adopt hot stamp 

ribbon avoiding the anxiety of ink contamination, keeping hand and machine 
clean and tidy. 

b. Wide application: Any packing materials can be imprinted by it, including PP, PE, 
OPP, CPP film, aluminium foil, paper. 

c. Adjustable temperature: electric constant temperature control can set different heat 
temperature to fit for low, medium, high temperature ribbon. 

d. Convenient for replacing type: Precious structure make type replacement very 
easy. 

e. Simply operation: reasonable design, precise processing guarantee machine’s 
automation and easy control. 

 

3. Application: 
Can print production date (year, month, day), batch code, expiry date, weight etc. 
Printed material includes plastic film, different kinds of laminated film, 
aluminum/plastic film, paper, Paper/plastic sheet, leather, plastic products etc. 

 

4. Main technology parameters: 

Speed 10-100times/min, stepless speed adjustment 

Printing area Single line: max. 4×35,   app. 15 pcs of type 

Double line: max. 8×35,  app. 30 pcs of type 

Printing type Arabic numbers, English letters and Chinese characters 

Hot stamp ribbon Standard width 35mm, length 100mm, coil diameter 

Φ25.4mm, color selectable 

Power AC220V/50HZ, 200W 

Size 255×225×315mm 

Weight 7kg 

Motor Reducer motor: 15W. 220V, rotation speed 140turn/min 
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5. Usage method：（ref.fig 1） 

A.Ribbon setup 
Pull out the ribbon feed wheel (7) with slight force, disassemble its nut, external coil 
and ribbon paper core; replace with new ribbon, setup external coil and nut, then 
install the whole wheel back to the axle, and push it inside. 
Reel ribbon on wheel and rollers according to structure draft. At lost use a sticker to 
adhere ribbon end on the paper core of ribbon collect wheel. When installation, please 
make sure that make ribbon’s ink side against roller and axle center. Furthermore, 
when ribbon cross between the step move wheel and press wheel, should move 
upward the handle (4) to make the press wheel slightly off the step move wheel. 
Release the handle after ribbon cross, press wheel would auto. reset. 
 

B. Change of hot stamp ribbon width 
Change the ribbon and adjust the two –end-plate of ribbon roller, make the distance 
between two plates is 1mm wider than ribbon width. 
 

C. Adjustment of connection pole 
According to the thickness of printed objects, adjust length of connection pole (8). 
First release two nut of connection pole, because one thread of pole is clockwise, 
another is anticlockwise, so just rotate bolt to adjust length of connection pole. 
Correct length of pole should guarantee the type height should be 1.5~2mm lower 
than top of printed object, when print head is at the lowest position.  
 
Please note that the length of connection pole would affect print pressure. If pressure 
is too high, the ribbon might break or printed materials are damaged; if pressure is too 
low, the printed characters would be illegible. So operator should pay great attention 
to adjustment of pole length. 
 

D. Adjustment of ribbon step distance 
Each time the print head (25) reciprocate, the pull arm (19), swing arm of stepmove 
wheel (17) and oneway move devices will make the stepmove wheel turn an angle, so 
drive ribbon move a distance, which is just called step distance. If step distance is too 
big, ribbon will be consumed fast; step distance is too small, printing characters will 
be illegible. The best step distance should be 1mm longer than height of characters. 
To adjust step distance of ribbon, loose the butterfly-shaped nut of adjust bolt (20), 
upward move to reduce step distance, downward move to increase step distance. After 
adjustment, tighten the butterfly-shaped nut. 
 

E. Adjustment of temperature: Clockwise rotate the knob of temperature to raise  
temperature, anticlockwise rotate to low down temperature. 
Preheat time of machine is 15~20 minutes. 
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F. Adjustment of control style and print speed  
This machine can select two control ways of foot operation or automation. Turn the 
control switch to “foot operation”, it will be controlled by foot switch. Each stamp, 
print once. 
When control switch is turned to “automation” position, it will continuously imprint 
between every interruption. The speed knob on control panel is used for adjustment of 
print speed. Turn the speed knob clockwise to accelerate speed, anticlockwise to 
decelerate speed. 
 

G. U sage of CHECK and URGENT RISE button 
During print procedure, if there is any urgent situation happened (type and objects 
jam), press URGETN RISE button, machine motor would reverse rotate to raise print 
head back to top position. Then you could get rid of the problems. 
Usage of CHECK button: when test ribbon steps, print result and check machine, you 
could use foot stamp control, in order to point move machine. But normally can use 
CHECK button, each press, the coder will act one time. 
 

H. Type replacement 
Slightly move the handle of print head inside (1.5~2mm), meanwhile rotate handle in 
90~180 degree; loose loop to take out print head. Loose the fixing bolt to replace type. 
Please note not to knock type, or they might be damaged. 
 

I. Print 
After above adjustment, you could start formal coding. The control way of print can 
be selected by operator. This machine should better be used to print on single sheet. 
Adjust the locating strip on base board according to objects’ size. 
 

J. Cleanness  
Timely clean ribbon feed wheel and press wheel and guide pole with aether or alcohol, 
in order to avoid ribbon stick to them or too slide. 
 

6. Notice of safety: 
A. Carefully read the operation manual before usage 
B. Use three holes’ plug with earth line and well connect machine to earth. 
C. Don't touch high temperature print head and heat elements. 
D. Don’t put fingers under print head, or will be hurt by press or high temperature. 
E. If print head is jammed by thick bag, paper or other things, please press URGENT 

RISE red button to raise the print head. 
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7. Trouble shooting: 
 

No Trouble Reason Solution 
 
 
 
1 

 
 
There is emboss 
shape on objects, 
but no color 

a. Insufficient preheat 
b. Ribbon sides are faulty 

installed 
c. Too low temperature 
d. Heater tube damaged 
e. Ribbon deteriorate 
f. Too high temperature 

a. Preheat machine over 15 minutes 
b. Install according to machine 

manual 
c. Raise temperature 
d. Replace heater tube 
e. Replace ribbon 
f. Reduce temperature 

2 No emboss Connection pole is too short Adjust double head bolt according 
to manual 

 
 
 
 
 
3 

 
 
 
 
 
Printing not clear 

a. Insufficient preheat 
b. Heat temperature too low 
c. Move step of ribbon is too 

short 
d. Insufficient print pressure 
e. Ribbon not move 
f. Ribbon dipped water, oil or 

deteriorate 
g. Too high temperature 

a. Preheat more time 
b. Raise temperature 
c. Adjust move step of ribbon 
d. Adjust double head screw 

according to manual 
e. Replace oneway bearing of step 

move wheel or adjust ribbon 
tension force 

f. Replace ribbon 
g. Decrease temperature 

4 Ribbon melt off Too high temperature Decrease temperature 
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Print color thickness  
and emboss 
deepness is 
unpopular,  

a. Height of type has big 
difference 

b. Bottom surface of print 
head is not parallel with 
bottom base 

c. Types are not installed well 

 
a. Select, repair or replace types 
b. Check and adjust 
c. Re-install types and press 

tightly 
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Ribbon  
Move off-line 

a. Guiding poles transformed, 
not parallel 

b. Guiding belt stop ring is 
not in correct position 

c. Ribbon press wheel not 
well contact step move 
wheel 

 

 
 
a. Check, adjust and reinstall 
b. Check and adjust 
c. Adjust pressure of spring 
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Top head of connectio  
pole cannot stop in 
the position before 
top stop point 
 

a. Close switch and sensor 
block isn’t in right position 

b. Close switch damaged 

a. Adjust the positions of close 
switch and sensor block on 
eccentric wheel 

b. Replacement 

 
8 

 
Print head often 
jammed 

 
a. Connection pole is too long 
b. Bottom rubber plate ageing 

a. Adjust to shorten connection 
pole 

b. Replacement 
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8．Structural drawing：（fig 1） 

 
 
 
 

(fig 1) 
 
1.Bottom base  2.Pull spring  3.Swing arm  4.Handle  5.Convey belt  6.Ribbon 
collect wheel  7.Ribbon feed wheel  8.Excentric wheel  9.Connection pole  10.Pring 
of tension wheel  11.Stop pole  12.limit wheel  13.Sensor block  14.Microswitch  
15.Support bracket  16.Stepmove spring  17.Stepmove swing arm wheel  18.Bolt of 
stepmove pull arm  19. Stepmove arm  20.Bolt of step adjust  21.Heat-separate block  
22.Heater tube  23.Heat block  24.Handle of type base  25.Print head  26.Stop plate  
27.Type  28.Stepmove wheel  29.Ribbon press wheel 
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9．PACKING LIST： 

No Name Specification Qty Note 

1 Hot foil coder HP-280 1 set  

2 Types standard 1 box In tool bag 

3 Foot switch  1 pc In tool bag 

4 Tool bag  1 pc  

5 Heater tube 100W/220V 1 pc In tool bag 

6 Hexangular wrench 3mm 1 pc In tool bag 

7 Fuse 3A 2 pcs  

8 Small tweezer  1 pc In type box 

9 Operation manual HP-280 1 pc  

10 Hot stamp ribbon  1 roll On machine 
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